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ing more. The most deplorable part of the episode was that the
Government hastened to thank the magistrates and congratulate
them on their prompt action in quelling the " riot." And
Parliament made the incident an excuse for passing The Six
Acts, which practically deprived the nation of some of its most
cherished rights (NiQo).
§ 270. castlereagh and foreign affairs.—The Prime
Minister, Lord Liverpool, had no claims to statesmanship
beyond a useful ability to hold a Cabinet together. For the
first ten years of his long Ministry—which lasted altogether
from 1812 to 1827—the dominant personality in the Ministry
was Lord Castlereagh (1769-1822). He had represented Great
Britain at the Congress of Vienna which made the peace settle-
ment in 1814-15, and he continued to act as Foreign Secretary
until his death in 1822. When peace was made, the leading
sovereigns of Europe had agreed to form a permanent " Holy
Alliance," and to meet from time to time to discuss matters of
common interest in European affairs. The great Austrian
Minister, Mettemich, contrived that these periodical " Con-
gresses " should be used to arrange joint action against" revolu-
tionary movements " in various parts of Europe. Castlereagh,
like most of his colleagues in the Cabinet, was a strong Tory
and a determined " Anti-Jacobin " ; but he knew that Parlia-
ment would never support a Ministry that tried to use the
British army and navy to put down attempts by foreign peoples
to win constitutional government. He therefore announced at
the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle (1818) that Britain would take
no part in any such action; and when, at the Congress of
Troppau (1820), the Powers did decide to help the King of
Naples to crush a revolt, the British representative protested
and "withdrew. This undermined the effectiveness of the Holy
Alliance, and it began to decay.
§ 271. the tide of reaction turns.—The bad times, the
Corn Law, the heavy taxation, and the Six Acts combined to

